
 Refleksol 103 is a system rich in available  
options, which, depending on the chosen  
configuration, can be equipped with anti-wind 
bars, LocK system for fabric tensioning, aesthetic 
cables with tighteners, or with a complete black out 
system (available for internal use).

Side guides Gc30f and Gc30fD can be used as 
the load-bearing element of the construction.

LocK system is available only with motor.

Refleksol 103 can be used with an anti-wind bar, which  
significantly improves the comfort of using the product in difficult  
weather conditions (available for a maximum width of 3m).

� cassette dimensions: 107mm wide, 117mm high,

� maximum dimensions: 4.5m width, 4.0m height,

� construction available in any color from RAL palette,

� wide range of fabrics,

� possibility of using anti-wind bar,

� possibility of using the LocK system,

� electric or manual drive.

refleksol®103
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The producer reserves the right to introduce changes and/or improvements in design and construction.

cassette

drive and automation

fabric

side guides

bottom bar

Cassette made from extruded aluminum, designed for 
mounting on walls, ceiling and post-and-beam façades.

There is a possibility of using Gc30fD side guide for modular 
installation.

Side guides Gc30f and Gc30fD can be used as the load-
bearing element for the cassette.

Depending on needs and the characteristics of the mounting place, the following can 
be used: stainless steel cable, Gc20 side guide – basic, small guide, Gc30, Gc30f, 
Gc30fD, and G80 which is available only for internal use, allowing for complete black out.

cable 
guide GC20 GC30 GC30F GC30FD G80

ø42 √ √ √ √ √
antiwind √ √ √

FG42 (FG42R) √

refleksol®103

The combination of PVC and polyester makes our fabrics easy to maintain, and 
resistant to weather conditions and UV radiation. 

antiwind bar  reinforcing profile 
FG42Rbottom bar 

FG42bottom bar ø42

cable 
guide

5 8.5

locking system operation

LocK system (optional)
To significantly increase 
the ease of use even in 
strong, gusty winds, the 
LocK system tightens the 
fabric after it is completely 
opened and the bottom 
bar is locked. bottom bar FG40 side guide G50

We offer such solutions from leading European manufacturers as: full weather automation, 
sun tracking system, silent motors, motors with two-way communication, wireless controls.

GC30FD

38
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